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learnt it from Parvati, the spouse of god Satikara. Hema-
candra refers to rasaka; and Laksamanagani (1143) des<
cribes it thus:
Some ladies dance rasa giving time-beats with hands high and low, some
smile as their hands move in rhythm.1
Saptakshetrirnsa, an Old Gujarati work (1271), refers
to two kinds of rasas: Tala rasa in which the rythmic
beat was marked by clapping the hands, and Lakuta
rasa, in which small sticks held in the hands of each
dancer were used for the purpose.2 Both these forms
are still in vogue, and as popular as they were then.
The rasa dance naturally gave rise to poetic literature
depicting Love's conquests in spring, or the loves of Krshna
and Radha. It was essentially popular in tone and ex*
pression; its great feature was its freedom from strict rules
of prosody. Each poem had its own law; and all that
was necessary was cadence, and the possibility of
its being sung to a popular melody known as raga, or desi,
local style.3 Such a poem, which could be sung with a rasa,
came to be called a rasa or a rasaka, and later,
garabt, from the dance, garabo.
The rasa sung in the spring festival or faga was
itself called faga. The fagu poems describe the glories
of the spring, the lovers and their dances, and give a
glimpse of the free and joyous life of Gujarata before the
fourteenth century. The earliest available faga in Old
Gu}amlisSthulibhadraf8ga (1324).
But the word rasa changed its meaning about the
end of the eleventh century; it came to be used for a long
composition giving a sustained narrative in rhymed
verse, partly in old Apabhransa metres like duha and cupai
and partly in desi melodies. In 1118 Yasodeva, in
his NavatatvabhUshya, refers to such a rasa even in
Apabhrarisa. Hemacandra calls a similar composition
i.
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